Chord bars to be marked 1 A, 1 B, 1 C, 2 A, 2 B, 2 C, etc.; the numbers corresponding to those on the diagram, and the letters denoting the position in the panel, A being for those on the exterior side of the truss, B for those next to the outside, etc.

Side braces to be numbered to correspond to the panel points to which they belong, and to be marked R. or L.

Iron hand railing requires no marks except E on the end posts and panels, if these be different in any respect from the others.

Floor beams to be numbered to correspond to the panel points.

Roller and bed plates to be marked R. or L., if there be any difference.

Name plates require no marks.

Separate plates to be numbered so as to correspond to the panel points to which they belong, and to be marked R. or L., if necessary.

Lower chord pins to be marked L. 0, L. 1, L. 2, etc.; the numbers corresponding to those of the panel points.

Upper chord pins to be marked U. 1, U. 2, U. 3, etc.; the numbers corresponding to those of the panel points.

Portal diagonal pins to be marked P.

Vibration-rod pins to be marked V.

Pins at middle of posts to be marked M. 1, M. 2, M. 3, etc.; the numbers corresponding to those of the posts.

Lower lateral-rod pins not to be marked, for they should be shipped attached to the jaws.

Bolts need no mark, but should be boxed before shipment.

Brackets to be marked P. or I. (portal or intermediate), also R. or L.

Ornamental work to be marked R. or L.

Beam hangers to be numbered so as to correspond to the panel points to which they belong.

Rollers need no marks.

Fillers to be marked the same as the pins to which they belong.

Turn buckles and sleeve nuts, being attached to the rods before shipment, require no marks.